
 
 

 
Select Committee into Local Government 
 
Dear Mr O’Brien 
  
My submission to the “Inquiry into Local Government” relates to the following points within 
the terms of reference. 
  
Point b: The scope of activities of local government 
Point e: The funding and financial management of local governments 
  
To bring to your attention the specific matters that I wish to raise, please allow me to 
elucidate by way of a historical personal story. 
  
Point b: 
When I was a school health nurse many years ago, I worked with a fantastic principal of the 
school. I was enthusiastic to achieve certain local reforms in health management of the 
school students and he was extremely supportive. As I progressed into issues of medical and 
medicine management for the students, it became apparent that there was slowly creeping 
in, a backlash from teachers who thought that their day to day professional activities did not 
need to expand to include the knowledge about, the supervision of and the management 
thereof all the various medical matters of the students. It was just becoming too  much for 
them to keep up with. 
I had to back peddle substantially with ultimately only minimal ground made to the progress 
of those matters, otherwise I would have had a full blown insurrection on my hands even 
with the kindness of the principal in place. 
  
How does this relate to local government? 
At a micro level or a macro level...history seems to repeat itself. 
  
Over the years we have seen local governments expand their ‘business’ enterprises fourfold 
by including activities once considered outside the bounds of their remit.  
One could argue that this is good progress as they are moving with the times and as things 
change and the needs of the population change, they must include more and more funded 
programs to stay legitimate to their ratepayers needs. 
 
That is all well & good except for one major thing. 
  
Everyone is complaining about the constant and unchangeable rate rises that they have to 
endure.  
And some of this is down to the fact that their local government authority is trying to do 
way too much within its sphere of influence.  
Not everyone gets the benefits of a “community bus” or a “teenagers evening activity 
program” or other similar sorts of programs. Yet we all subsidise such activities through our 
rates. 



Now I know full well that the same could be said of library services, local pool services and 
others but when activities start to get outside of the historical normal, people are going to 
start to complain. 
And complain they do. The top down approach of "dishing out" the rates notices with no 
ability to have input, negotiate, or generally get involved, is so "old hat" that it seems 
ridiculous in this day and age.  
LGA's are supposed to involve their local ratepayers not simply issue an edict that proclaims 
the rules no matter what. 
So there is a silently complaining ratepayer populace out there that is being somewhat 
neglected and to neglect it plays into the hands of allowing an ever increasing 
disenfranchised ratepayer base that will blow back against the "system"....the system of 
what they think are ruinous expenses incurred by their LGA but borne by them. 
  
One of the biggest parallel issues here is that local governments are a single authority with 
no “opposition”. With such an overwhelming push by state and federal authorities to create 
competitive market practices it seems somewhat absurd that a local government stays in 
place without any realistic pressure put upon it to alter how they will write policy or enact 
promises. 
However, I do know that the actual “council” is elected each term and changes can be made 
through those means. But do they ever? 
  
What you have here is an issue of “perception”. 
  
The community perception is that local councils do not change, that they enact local laws 
that entrench a system that rorts rate payers and that ratepayers have no possible means of 
asking relevant questions that may put a hold on things. 
I know what you will say to this...that local ratepayers have every chance and convenience 
of addressing their local authority is many different forms. And that is true. 
  
But the main issue is “perception”.  
If the populace does not believe that system works for them then essentially the game is 
lost.  
And I have spoken to many, many people who say...they "cannot be bothered, what 
difference will it make?" And that is the way it is running at the moment. 
In an increasingly beauracratic world where LGA's consistently "install" beauracratic hurdles 
and gates for the average person to negotiate in order to communicate with their LGA, then 
this amounts to shunning the ratepayer base. I'm knowledgeable about certain terms, 
certain models of operation, how gates open with the right wording to an LGA...but even I 
am stumped sometimes when I see the absolute conflagration of ridiculous terminology 
that some LGA's use. 
 
My own LGA still uses stupid "public notices" that advertise changes to residences or 
commercial premises. Who really knows what Lot 3, part strata 4, subsection 6 of article 9 in 
document 11...really means? Come on...to the average person that is just crazy to expect a 
fair and open response to the advertisement. 
  



And also on a more general level, take another example of the local government push to 
bring in a 3rd bin to domestic households. There was no consultation.  
It has been mainly forced upon ratepayers with a new cost borne by ratepayers.  
  
I know many people even within my own street that do not come even close to filling their 
existing 2 bins per fortnight (yes...per fortnight) and they wonder why another bin has come 
on line for them...at their cost. They are already complaining that it’s all a complete waste of 
money for them. 
Under some sort of “equalisation strategy” the LGA charges each ratepayer alike for the 
bin...used frequently or not.  
So how fair is that exactly to the senior citizen living alone with minimal waste? (because 
Lord knows they have minimal inputs into their domestic system because of well known 
financial constraints).  
And then you have the issue of the seniors discount which is “capped”. So the new bin is in 
fact a new “tax” upon these people.  
  
Very, very badly thought out and enacted new business activity by many LGA’s. And there 
are more. 
All of this strings out a completely unacceptable 'perception' of local government that is 
making itself increasingly irrelevant to its base. 
  
Point e: 
  
Some years ago my LGA successfully installed a new pathway with my local park area. 
Fantastic we all thought and it looked great. 
  
That was until we found out the real cost. Which equated to $1000 per metre. 
  
So the question is...why are so many local government activities so expensive? 
 Surely the tendering system must take account of ridiculous pricing structures?  
 
I could have had a path put in my place for $150 per metre. Assuming that the LGA path had 
certain Australian standards to adhere to accounts for some price increase but not for a 
500% difference. 
Or is this just a slackness via staff members to have all the bells and whistles put in place 
that ultimately reduces their own investigation abilities and ultimate culpability? They are 
getting good wages to oversee a whole project and not just write the cheque. 
I like to know that my LGA has a team of people who are working ...not lazing about on a 
computer signing off on over priced projects that they may not even had physical contact 
with. 
Or is it that we expect too much from the workers? Are they so pushed in the their daily 
work life that they have to “take shortcuts”. 
And then the LGA hires more people to cope and then we all cry “empire building”. I can see 
it’s not easy to consolidate such matters. 
  
But just for a minute go back to my previous comment about “perception”. 
What do you think the ratepayer thinks about such matters?  



I can give you good honest scope on that. 
 
The average ratepayer hates the fact that the CEO has in fact built an empire and now gets 
an annual salary greater than the state premier. That in itself is a completely ridiculous 
notion when one thinks about it. How can a "Shire Clerk" be paid more than our top elected 
official? 
And when people get their rates notices each year and within a never ending spiral of 
increases...just exactly how do you think people are going to react when they find out the 
CEO of their local council gets $350,000 per annum while they are struggling to find the 
extra money for some new bin service? People shake their head in bewilderment. Even 
people within the system say..."that's just the way it is".  
Good grief...have we entrenched ourselves so deeply in a system that we cannot find a way 
out? If that's the way we think, then Australia will never get a manufacturing work base 
back again. Everyone will just walk around and say..."that's the way it is" 
 
I think we are better than that actually. Australians are very good at thumbing their nose at 
the "toffs". And this is what it amounts to. Australians do not want empire building. They 
want fair and reasonable cost bases for their houses and shelter. 
 
Personally, and I do not say this lightly nor put it into this submission lightly but...someone, 
somewhere has to get on top of this. There has been for too long, too many people playing 
a nice little game of "position myself in a nice little LGA retreat with a nice little cash flow 
earner directly into my pocket no matter how I behave". 
If you or anyone else thinks everything is rosy out there in ratepayer land, then you had best 
get out and start to talk to the people who are hurting the most. There are plenty of them. 
 
So if you want my honest opinion about Local Government reform (within the terms of 
reference) I would say to you, now is the "beautiful" time to enact it. People out there want 
it. Justice needs to be seen to be done, at least in regards to getting our LGA's back into 
building their ratepayer legitimacy. 
 
Yours Sincerely 
Colin Scott 
 
July 2019 
 
 




